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SUMMARY 

In common with other energetic p-emitters 3aP in aqueous solution containing 
no scintillator, may be, determined by counting the Cerenkov radiation in an un- 
modified liquid scintillation counter l-*. Although this has been known for some time, 
:the value of this procedure for analysing 32P labelled effluents from column chromato- 
grams does not seem to have been generally realised. The purpose of this note is to 
show how Cerenkov radiation may be effectively applied to column chromatography 
using a modified fraction collector. 

MATERTALS AND METHODS 

A Packard liquid scintillation counter Series 3000 was used and, of course, the 
settings quoted apply only to this instrument. A Locarte Ltd. fraction collector was 
used for chromatography. Glass and polyethylene counting vials were purchased 
from Packard Co. DEAE-Sephadex was purchased from Pharmacia Ltd., DEAE- 
cellulose from H, Reeve Angel and Co. Ltd., pancreatic ribonuclease A from Worthing- 
ton Biochemical Co., and the chromatographic columns from Aimer Ltd. The test 
solution of 3eP was obtained by rinsing a container of 32P043- (PBS. I The Radio- 
Chemical Centre, Amersham) with 0.1 M phosphate buffer. This solution was diluted 
with the same buffer to give about IO* d.p.m./ml 3QP and an appropriate volume of 
this solution was placed in a counting vial. No other processing is required. At least 
104 counts were collected for each measurement, except for background counts in 
which case the samples were counted for IOO min each. 

Two channels of the liquid scintillation spectrometer were used for determining 
the characteristics of Cerenkov radiation and the best settings of the spectrometer con- 
trols for routine counting. One wide channel was fixed and the other varied. The ratio 

counts in variable channel 

counts in fixed channel 
was used as a measure of the efficiency of counting in the variable channel. This 
simple device reduces the time usually required to attain a given statistical uncer- 

* Present acldress: Department of Molecular Biology, Portsmouth College of Teclmology, 
Park Road, Portsmouth (Great-Britain). 
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tainty in the efficiency by one order of magnitude with .a reasonable fixed channel 
and has a wide application6. ..: 

A fraction collector’ was modified so’ that the effluents from four chromato- 
graphic columns could be collected simultaneously into polyethylene counting vials,, 
thus~eliminating the need for test-tubes, which would become contaminated, and for 
subsequent transfers and/or sampling. A Locarte Ltd. fraction cdllector was chosen for 

. _ _~ . . . . . . 
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Fig. I. Modification of ‘c?. fraction collector. The rack consists of two pc&pex discs separated ‘by 
spacers made from’perspes rod. The upper disc is drilled to provide four rows of eighty holes each 
suitable for scintillator vials, A. Lugs made from pe’rspex rod project :from.the bottom and fit in: 
holes in the origin+ fraction collector. 

. 

Fig. 2. Cercnkov counting of aal? in ajueous solutions i,n ~olycthylene vials. The efficiency, E, OF 
counting 32l? in aqueous solution by Cerenkov rzidiation rekitive to the fixed channel (20 OJo gain; 
go-1000 window) is plotted as a function of gain and discriminator settings iv the channel to be. 
used fbr Cerenkov,counting. (a) Window I~IOOO; gain varied. (b) Gain 25 O/O ; upper discriqlinator 
1000; lower distitimitiator (E) varie’d. (c) Gain 25 o/o ; lowed discriminator 1'0 ; upper discriminator 
(F) varied. (d) Gain no’% ; lower’discrimhiator 15; upper discriminator (F) varied. ,?‘. 

,:, : ., ‘.’ ., , - ., ,’ 

modification for several reasons. The fractions, move in a circle ‘and no .movement of 
the ;,liquid input tube. is required., This property makes the collector easily adapted 
to multi-track operation. There are no projections on the apparatus above the top.of 
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the rack for the fractions. Eighty fractions are collected per revolution of this rack, 
which allows a high capacity per track. 

The holes for test-tubes in fraction collectors are too small for the standard 
polyethylene vials which are used in the Packard scintillation counter. So, a perspex 
disc was constructed with four concentric rings of eighty holes each suitable for the 
polyethylene vials. This was fitted to the top of the Locarte fraction collector and 
rotated with it. The platform was about 1.5 m in diameter and 5 cm high (Fig. r). 
A Pasteur pipette was clamped above each row of vials and the column effluents 
were led into these and thence to the vials. The effluents from four columns were 
collected simultaneously in this apparatus, using a time switch to rotate the platform 
every 20 min. Every 24 11 the polyethylene vials containing the fractions were simply 
capped, numbered, placed in the liquid scintillation counter, counted directly by 
Cerenkov radiation and then stored at -20~. 

RESULTS 

The characteristics of Cerenkov counting of 32P in aqueous solution were 
Investigated. Fig. 2 shows that the energy of the Cerenkov radiation observed by the 
photomultipliers is comparable to the energy of the scintillations produced by 1% 
&particles in moderately quenched scintillator solutions. 32P Cerenkov radiation is 
thus suitable for measurement in most liquid scintillation, counting systems. The 
maximum *figure of merit, (efficiency)z/bacl~ground, was obtained for polyethylene 
vials at spectrometer settings: gain 20 %, window 15-500 divisions. 

The reproducibility of measurements of Cerenkov radiation was excellent, 
Comparisons of the efficiency of Cerenkov counting under various conditions were 
made using one standard solution of 32P. The activity of this solution was estimated 
by counting 0.1 ml of it in a homogeneous toluene blended scintillation systems at 
maximum efficiency, and taking this to be IOO o/o efficiency. This estimate is liable to a 
systematic error of & IO o/o but this. does not affect the comparisons of eniciency 
of Cerenkov counting described below. 

The efficiency of Cerenkov counting is a function of the volume of solution in 
the counting vial and of the material of the vial (Fig. 3). Measurements of these 
functions show that polyethylene vials give a maximum efficiency of about 32 %,and 
that glass vials give a maximum efficiency of about 23 y. (cf. ref. 4). A similar 
difference has also been found in Cerenkov counting of OOSr/DOY solution&. For both 
glass and polyethylene vials the efficiency for 32P is nearly constant over a con- 
siderable volume range; Outside these ranges a correction for the volume effect is 
needed. The polyethylene vials are clearly superior to,glass vials, 

Weighing provides a convenient, accurate and rapid measure of volume, 
particularly with the polyethylene vials which have a mass ,of about 4 g only, although 
each vial must be weighed separately ‘when empty if reasonably. accurate meas- 
urements are required, ,as the’masses ,of different vials are not exactly the same; : 

The autoi-natic external standard fitted to the liquid scintillation counter 
provides an even more donvenient method of ‘.volume measurement, up to '15 ml. 
XCerenkov counting is not susceptible to chemical quenchin@ and so the automatic 
external standard can be put to use not for quench determination in constant volume, 
but for, volume determination ,in the absence of quenching. The samples must be 
colourlessl.~ ,. ,, . . .’ 
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Pig. 3 shows how the automatic external standard count rate varlcs with the 
volume of liquid in the vial for polyethylene vials. Between I and 15 ml~volumes t,his 
is steep and nearly straight providing a good calibration curve fromwhich: automatic 
external standard count rate may be converted into sample volume. This method is, 
of course, only applicable to those liquid scintillation counters in which the external 
standard count rate is a function of volume. 
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Fig. 3. The effect of sample volume. The efficiency of e2P radio-activity determination was cstima- 
ted roughly by counting: a sample of the saP solution in. a homogeneous toluene blended scintillator 
solution at maximum efficiency. The results in this figure are given,as a per cent of this efficiency, 
I ml of the solution of a2PO,s- in o. I M phosphate buffer was pipetted into a polyethylene co’unting 
vial and the Cerenkov radiation measured. 2 ml distilled water were added and the Cerenlcov 
radiation measured again. This was repeated until the vial was full. The bff~ciency ‘of srP activity 
measurements by Cerenlrov radiation was plotted as a function of sample Yvolume. The same 
experiment was carried out using glass vials. The:same experiment was carried out using no internal 
radio-activity and polyethylene vials tiith’the instrument’s external standard source in the “in” 
position. The count rate in the Cerenlcov counting channel was observed and plotted as a function 
of sample volume, 

The system has been used extensively in column chromatography of, 33P labelled 
oligonucleotides. Two different applications are described as examples. 

The system has been successfully used in nucleotide composition’ analysis .of 
32P labelled oligonucleotides using BLATTNER AND ERICICSON’SF procedure, Each peak 
eluted from the column was collected by hand into a polyethylene counting vial; The 
volume of the eluant was made up to 18 ml tiith distilled water, using a vial con- 
taining r8 ml distilled water as standard. For ,accurate measurements, the volumes 
were determined very conveniently and’ precisely using a balance;’ The automatic 
external standard was not used here since,the .volumes wemgreater than ,IS ml; The 
vials were then’ simply, capped, labelled; and placed in the liquid scintillation counter 
ready for counting. Excellent quantitative results were obtained. 

Cerenkov counting has also proved invaluable in the analysis of fraction&ions 
of the oligonucleotides in a complete pancreatic ribonuclease digest of ,4,42 viral’ RNA 
(ribonucleic ,acid) . The fractionation was accomplished by a two-step procedure; The 
oligonucleotides were first separated into groups of components of a given. chain length 
-isotichs or isopliths. The groups with chain lengths ‘greater ‘than, six were’ each 
further fractionated according :to nucleotide coltiposition.’ ; The : most: ‘interesting 
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components finally obtained each comprised some 0.1 O/O of the 32P of the original 
digest in volumes ,approaching I00 ml. 

In the initial isotich fractionation, Fig. 4, the analysis required an accurate 
measure of the amount of material in peaks where this amount differed by a factor 
of IOO. High recovery of the material in the smaller peaks was also essential, In the 
latter fractionation, such as that in Fig. 5, high recovery and hi& sensitivity were 
required. Further, some 108 fractions were handled per run, so that convenience and 
the avoidance of contaminated glasswere were important. 

Isopl Ith No. 

2 1 

Xl 

Fraction No. 

Pig. 4. Use of Cercnlcov counting when the activity varies widely. DEAE-cellulose was washed in 
acid and alkali, equilibrated in the initial buffer and packed under pressure into a I cm x 50 cm 
siliconised glass column (Whatman Technical Bulletin IEz), ao mg, about 10s count/min 3cP, of a 
3sP labelled pancreatic ribonu’clease digest of ,uu2 viral RNA was loaded onto the column and elutccl 
at 1;o ml/min with a 2 ,l salt gradient .from the initial buffer, 0.1 Jd sodium acetate’ IO mn/r tris 
I mM EDTA 7 nd urea pH 7.9 to the fjnal buffer, 1.0 A/l sodium acetate IO mn/r tris I n~jlJ EDTA 
7 M urea pH 7.9. The column’effluent was collected by a time-actuated fraction collector in poly- 
ethylene counting. vials and the radio-activity determined by Cerenlcov radiation in the liquid 
scintillation counter. 

,No conventional method satisfies these requirements. However, with the use of 
a modified fraction collector to collect the column effluents directly into polyethylene 
counting vials (see methods section). and Cerenlcov counting for 32P determination, 
all the requirements were well satisfied. In addit,ion, the automatic external standard 
was used to check for variations in fraction volume. : 

lDISCUSSION ., 

,’ : 

;. ,,, ., c : 
.,., When the radio-active sample is in a small volume of aqueous,solution converit- 

ional, liquid scintillati& counting techniques may be more efficient than Cerenkov 
counting, although they : are still. open to the objection? that they need quench 
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correction and destroy the sample counted. Cerenkov, counting is also unsuitable ‘for 
counting low energy ,&particles such ‘as those ‘from l*C, 3% and 3H. It is useful; how- 
ever, that 33P, a common contaminant of 32P (The Radio-Chemical Centre-personal 
communication), is not detected by Cerenkov counting so that it need not be taken 
into account when computing the decay of 34P. 

0 
0 SO 160 

Fraction No. 
IS0 200 

Fig. 5. Use of Cerenlrov counting when high resolution “is, required. DEAR-Sephadex was washed 
in acid and allcali, equilibrated in the initial buffer and packed into a I cm x 50 cm siliconised 
glass column. I mg, about 106 count/min a2I? of a mixture of nnP labelled heptanucleotides from 
a pancreatic ribonuclcase digest of ,u2 viral RNA was loaded onto the column and eluted at 20 
ml/min with a 2 1 linear salt gradient from the initial bufFer, 7 M urea ~13: 2.7 to the final bufkr, 
0.2 M NaCl 7 M urea’pII 2.7. The column effluents from this and three similar columns were 
collected by a time-actuated fraction collector in polyethylene counting vials and the radio-activity 
determined by Cerenkov radiation in the liquid scintillation counter. 

Quench correction is a major problem in liquid scintillation counting: the inter- 
nal standardisation method is time consuming and relatively expensive ; the channels 
ratio method is unsuitable for low activity samples; and the automatic external 
standardisation method is less accurate and, like the channels ratio method, dependant 
on the stability of calibration curves 7. Chemical quenching is eliminated by Cerenkov 
counting, and so no quench corrections are needed. 

For both liquid scintillation counting and planchette counting with a Ceiger- 
Mtiller tube, dilute aqueous samples must be concentrated. This process is time 
consuming and leads to inaccuracies. It can ,frequently be eliminated by the use of 
Cerenkov counting and, after Cerenkov counting, the entire sample is available for 
further analysis. 

The, effluents from ‘chromatographic columns may be analysed using flow cells 
and digital ,or analogue recording. Such systems can be troublesome to operate.and 
their sensitivity is. usually limited. They are subject to error due to. variations in 
column flow rate, and.particularly with analogue recording are not accurate over very 
large ranges, of activity, These difficulties are eliminated with Cerenkov counting. 
In ,particular, sensitivity can be ,rnade high, resolution can be adjusted to suit the 
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problem in hand, and wide variations in sample activity can be accepted. Use can 
also be made of reject facilities provided by the liquid scintillation counter. 
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